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Abstract
A description of the spatiotemporal dynamics of human cortical activity during cognitive tasks is a fundamental goal of
neuroscience. In the present study, we employed stereo-EEG in order to assess the neural activity during tool-action
observation. We recorded from 49 epileptic patients (5502 leads) implanted with intracerebral electrodes, while they
observed tool and hand actions. We deconstructed actions into 3 events—video onset, action onset, and tool-object contact—
and assessed how different brain regions respond to these events. Video onset, with actions not yet visible, recruited only
visual areas. Aligning the responses at action onset, yielded activity in the parietal-frontal manipulation circuit and,
selectively for tool actions, in the left anterior supramarginal gyrus (aSMG). Finally, by aligning to the tool-object contact that
signals the achievement of the main goal of the observed action, activations were found in SII and dorsal premotor cortex. In
conclusion, our data show that during tool-action observation, in addition to the general action observation network there is
a selective activation of aSMG, which exhibits internally different patterns of responsiveness. In addition, neural responses
selective for the contact between the tool and the object were also observed.
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Introduction
A characteristic of Homo sapiens is his unique capacity to make
and use tools. Humans have devised an incredible number of
implements to enhance their motor repertoire, to reach further,
to manipulate with more force, and to move faster. This capac-
ity, together with imitation and language, has set our species
apart from all other species of primates. A number of imaging
studies have investigated tool use from the motor point of view
using either actual tool actions (Johnson-Frey et al. 2005;
Gallivan et al. 2013; Brandi et al. 2014), or tool use pantomime
(Moll et al. 2000; Choi et al. 2001; Rumiati et al. 2004; Króliczak
and Frey 2009; Chen et al. 2016), highlighting the role of the left

inferior parietal lobe as a fundamental region for tool-action
planning and execution. A large body of lesion studies in patients
with ideomotor apraxia has also indicated the involvement of
this region in tool use (Rothi et al. 1985; Ochipa et al. 1989;
Goldenberg and Hagmann 1998; Buxbaum et al. 2000, 2005, 2014;
Rumiati et al. 2001; Garcea et al. 2013; for review see De Renzi and
Faglioni 1999; Goldenberg 2009; Osiurak et al. 2009; Heilman and
Valenstein 2011). Several studies have also used static pictures of
tools, typically opposed to pictures of animals, to assess the neu-
ral network encoding tool affordances and categorization (Martin
et al. 1996; Chao et al. 1999; Chao and Martin 2000; Beauchamp
et al. 2002; Rumiati et al. 2004; Fang and He 2005; Lewis 2006;
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Noppeney et al. 2006; Mahon et al. 2007, 2013; Valyear et al. 2007,
2012; Vingerhoets 2008; Vingerhoets et al. 2009; Almeida et al.
2013; Mruczek et al. 2013; Garcea and Mahon 2014; Kersey et al.
2016). Only recently was an attempt made to trace the brain
circuits active during tool-action observation. In functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies, Peeters et al. (2009, 2013)
showed that the observation of actual tool actions determined
the activation of the classical parieto-frontal manipulation circuit
(see Rizzolatti et al. 2014) and, in line with literature referenced
above, a selective activation of the left anterior supramarginal
gyrus (aSMG). These data indicate that tool-action observation,
execution and planning share a largely common neural network,
centered on the left inferior parietal lobe.

Unlike the literature for tool-action execution, data concern-
ing tool-action observation are based mainly on fMRI studies, a
technique that localizes brain activity relatively precisely, but
also has a number of significant limitations (Logothetis 2008).
Indeed, the neuronal activity is only indirectly measured from
a hemodynamic signal, which can lead to mislocalizations, as
blood oxygen level-dependent signals are biased towards the
larger veins (Disbrow et al. 2000a). Recently, it was also argued
that activation patterns obtained in fMRI, the result of statisti-
cal decisions on heavily averaged data, are prone to false posi-
tive when cluster level statistics are used (Eklund et al. 2016).
Finally, the poor temporal resolution characterizing fMRI
results impedes the ability to determine which specific event,
within a complex action, activates a given brain region.

Stereo-EEG (SEEG), a technique based on intracerebral record-
ings (Bastin et al. 2012; Lachaux et al. 2012; Parvizi et al. 2012;
Bouchard et al. 2013; Caruana et al. 2014a; Méndez-Bértolo et al.
2016), can virtually overcome all the above-mentioned issues. In
SEEG, the electric activity of the cortex is recorded from several
intracerebral leads implanted in individual subjects without
averaging across leads, or any other smoothing. It yields local
field potentials, the gamma range (50–150Hz) of which reflects
neuronal spiking activity (Manning et al. 2009; Ray and Maunsell
2011) at millisecond temporal resolution.

A limitation intrinsic to this technique is the lack of control
the experimenter has over the localization of the recordings
sites, as solely clinical considerations determine the implanta-
tion of electrodes. Hence, a systematic exploration of the
human cortex seems impossible with this technique (“sparse
sampling problem,” Kadipasaoglu et al. 2014). Recently, how-
ever, it has been shown that the sparse sampling problem
could be overcome by using data from many patients, pooling
them by warping all the leads to a common template (Avanzini
et al. 2016). Combining data from sufficiently large number of
patients yields a satisfactory coverage of the human cortex.

Hence, the aim of the present study was 2-fold: (1) to trace
the neural network underlying tool-action observation and (2)
to characterize the selectivity of the different nodes of the tool-
action observation network to the 3 selected events (video
onset, action onset, and contact).

Materials and Methods
Subjects

The experiments were carried out on 49 patients (24 male and
25 female; age 30 ± 10 years old) suffering from drug-resistant
focal epilepsy. The patients were stereotactically implanted
with intracerebral electrodes, at the “Claudio Munari” Center for
Epilepsy Surgery, Ospedale Niguarda-Ca’ Granda, Milan, Italy, as
part of their presurgical evaluation. Recordings were obtained

from 56 hemispheres (L = 30, R = 26; bilateral = 7). The ethical
Committee of Ospedale Ca’Granda-Niguarda (ID 939–2.12.2013)
approved the study. Patients were fully informed of the SEEG
implantation and recording procedures, and signed informed
consent to participate in the study according to the Declaration
of Helsinki (BMJ 1991; 302:1194). Only adults who had signed the
informed consent were considered. In addition, the selection of
patients have been submitted to a series of stringent precau-
tionary measures (see Inclusion Criteria) with the specific aim of
avoiding recording data from any pathophysiologically compro-
mised brain tissue.

Subjects were recruited from a cohort of 104 patients under-
going SEEG investigation in a period from June 2012 to July
2015. Only 49 patients were enlisted for the present study,
because 37 patients did not met the above-mentioned criteria,
17 were underage, and 1 patient who met the criteria refused to
sign the informed consent.

Inclusion Criteria

Inclusion criteria included anatomical, neurophysiological, neuro-
logical, and neuropsychological tests. “Anatomical criteria”: only
patients whose MRI did not present any ischemic injury, malfor-
mations of cortical development (e.g., heterotopy, polymicrogyria,
focal cortical dysplasia) or tumors were accepted for the study.
The MRI of the patient was examined by experienced neurologists,
neurosurgeons and neuroradiologists. “Neurophysiological crite-
ria”: this examination included the inspection of the patients EEG
recorded both from the scalp and intracranially, during sleep and
wakefulness. Pathological activity was characterized by the pres-
ence of epileptic discharge during the seizure, but also by the pres-
ence of epileptic spikes during interictal activity. Leads showing
subcontinuous interictal pathological activity were discarded.
Epileptic spikes detection was performed by expert neurologists
with a long experience in intracranial EEG recording. Beside the
inspection of the EEG activity at rest, the neurophysiological inves-
tigation of the sensorimotor system also included an assessment
of the normal reactivity of both intracranial and scalp EEG to a
large set of peripheral stimulations (somatosensory, visual, vestib-
ular, and auditory stimulations). These were crucial to assessing
the expected reactivity and normal conduction times. “Neurologi-
cal and neuropsychological criteria”: patients were admitted for
participation to the experiment only when the clinical neurologi-
cal examination and neuropsychological tests gave negative
results. Neuropsychological tests evaluated the patient’s compe-
tences in language (production, comprehension, reading), verbal
memory, visuo-spatial memory, visual exploration, executive and
attentional functions, visual perception, and abstract reasoning.
“Additional criteria” : recordings were performed only in the
absence of seizures in the 24 h prior the experiment, with no
alteration of sleep/wake cycle or additional pharmacological
treatment.

Electrode Implantation and Anatomical Reconstruction

Implantation sites were selected on clinical grounds, according
to ictal semiology, scalp-EEG and neuroimaging studies, and
with no reference to the present experimental protocol. All the
stereotactic trajectories were planned based on multimodal
imaging, and the electrodes were implanted with the Neuromate
robotic assistant (Renishawmayfield, Nyon, Switzerland; see
Cardinale et al. 2013). They had a diameter of 0.8mm and con-
sisted of 8 to 18 2-mm-long contacts (leads), spaced 1.5mm apart
(DIXI). Generally, they were inserted horizontally from lateral to
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medial parts of the hemispheres, but a few (1 or 2 per hemi-
sphere) were implanted obliquely. The tip of the devices con-
sisted of a recording lead, thus facilitating recordings and
stimulations in the cortex of the mesial aspect of the hemi-
spheres. Immediately after the implantation, cone-beam com-
puted tomography was obtained with the O-arm scanner
(Medtronic), and registered to preimplantation MRI (voxel size
0.5 × 0.5 × 2mm). Subsequently, multimodal scenes were built
with the 3D Slicer software package (Gering et al. 1999), and the
exact position of leads within the 3D volume of each individual
patient was determined using multiplanar reconstructions and
Freesurfer (Dale et al. 1999) computed surfaces. The average
number of electrodes implanted in each hemisphere was 12 ± 4,
ranging from 2 electrodes (in the less explored hemisphere in
the case of bilateral implantations) to 19 electrodes.

The anatomical reconstruction procedure projected all the
recording leads located in the gray matter of all patients onto the
fs_LR brain template (Fig. 1), following the procedure described in
Avanzini et al. (2016). The procedure involved 3 steps: (1) the seg-
mentation of MR images of each patient and the resampling of
individual mid-thickness surface to match the Fs-LR-average
template; (2) the identification and reconstruction of the record-
ing leads in the 3D volume, on the basis of the CT signal, the
determination of their intersection with the ribbon surface and
the identification of the leads located in the gray matter of the
patient; and (3) the projection of the recording leads located in
the cortex of individual patients onto the Fs-LR-average template.

Paradigm

Recordings were made in a dimly lit, quiet room. The patients
were sitting approximately 65 cm from the computer display on
which the stimuli were presented. Stimuli were taken from pre-
vious fMRI experiments (Peeters et al. 2013). These consisted of
2.5 s videos (size 13.5 × 11.5 cm = 12° × 10°) depicting tool or

hand actions, along with static frames taken from the same
videos (Fig. 2). Tool actions included using a screwdriver used as
an awl to pick up objects, a rake to drag objects towards the
actor and pliers to lift objects. These videos were combined into
a single compound tool video (TV) condition, to enhance stimu-
lus diversity. The corresponding hand actions were grasping
and dragging combined into a single hand video (HV) condition.

The experiment followed a basic 2 × 2 design, with
EFFECTOR (tool or hand) and PRESENTATION MODE (video or
images) as factors, generating the 4 conditions: TVs, HVs, tool
images (TIs), and hand images (HI). In each condition, 12 differ-
ent samples (3 tools x 2 objects x 2 actors) were randomly pre-
sented 5 times. Thus, 60 trials were presented per condition in
a fully randomized order. Between trials, a uniform gray back-
ground was presented for 1 s. Patients were instructed to fixate
a target in the center of the screen, without any specific task to
accomplish. The fixation behavior was monitored by the neu-
rologist supervising the experiment.

In the dynamic stimuli (TV and HV), 3 different events were
used to align the gamma-power time courses across trials: (1)
VIDEO ONSET: the first frame of the video in which only the
object to be manipulated, but not the effector (i.e., no hand or
tool), was present; (2) ACTION ONSET: the first frame in which
the effector (i.e., hand or tool) appeared in the video. The
latency of the action onset ranged, in different videos, from
0.00 to 0.98 s and 0.00 to 0.70 s in HV and TV, respectively; and
(3) CONTACT: the first frame depicting the contact between the
effector (i.e., hand or tool) and the object. The latency of the
contact ranged, in different videos, from 0.70 to 1.50 s and 0.55
to 1.60 s in HV and TV, respectively.

Data Analysis

During the experiment SEEG was continuously sampled at 1000Hz
by means of a 192 channel-EEG device (EEG-1200 Neurofax, Nihon

Figure 1. Anatomical maps. (A) Flat map of the fs_LR brain template with cytoarchitectonic and functionally defined areas. Cytoarchitectonic regions include somato-

sensory areas 6, 4, 3a, 3b, 1, 2 (Geyer et al. 2000); opercular areas (Eickhoff et al. 2007), PF areas (Caspers et al. 2006), IPS and SPL areas (Scheperjans et al. 2008), and BA

44, 45 (Amunts et al. 1999). In addition, ROIs for the posterior MTG, MTc, posterior IPS, and lateral occipital cortex were drawn to indicate the localization of leads

reported in Table 2 and Supplementary Table S2. The inset shows the inflated surface of the hemispheres. (B) Sampling density of the left hemisphere computed

from 3285 leads located in the gray matter. The color scale is expressed as the number of leads within a disk of 1 cm in radius and centered on each node of the mesh

(Avanzini et al. 2016). Inflated surface of the hemispheres are also shown.
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Kohden). In each patient, all leads from all electrodes were refer-
enced to a lead in the white matter far from the recording sites,
in which low and high frequency electrical stimulations did not
produce any subjective or objective manifestation (neutral refer-
ence). A band-pass filter (0.015–500Hz) was applied to avoid any
aliasing effect. Recordings were visually inspected by clinicians in
order to ensure the absence of artifacts or any pathological inter-
ictal activity. Pathological channels were discarded. In addition,
trials showing artifacts (n < 5 for each patient) were removed by
custom-made Matlab software.

Each lead located in the gray matter was analyzed in the
time-frequency domain by convolution with complex Morlet’s
wavelet (50–150 Hz). According to previous studies from our
group (see Caruana et al. 2014a, 2014b), gamma power in the
50–150 Hz range was estimated for 10 adjacent nonoverlapping
frequency bands, each 10 Hz wide. Accordingly, the term
“gamma activity” throughout the text and figures describes the
mean power over the entire gamma frequency range. For each
condition and event, the gamma-power time course, com-
puted over a time window from 500ms preceding to 1000ms
following the event, was z-scored against the 500ms interval
preceding the stimulus onset. The varying relative latencies
between the different events of interest allowed us (1) to com-
pute the gamma power of each lead aligned to the 3 different
events, and (2) to evaluate which event triggered the strongest
gamma response.

Statistical Analysis

Responsiveness
A preliminary analysis was performed to identify responsive
leads among the 5502 leads (L = 3285; R = 2217) localized in the
cortical gray matter. For each lead, we evaluated the signifi-
cance of gamma power (50–150Hz) increase in four 250ms
time-bins following the event, by applying a t-test to postevent
bins versus preevent baseline, applying a correction for multi-
ple comparisons within a test (α = 0.0125). The analysis was
applied independently to 8 different 1500ms intervals: those
aligned to stimulus onset in the 2 static conditions (HI and TI),
and those aligned to the 3 different events (video onset, action
onset and contact) in the dynamic conditions (HV and TV). All
leads showing a significant gamma increase in at least one con-
dition were submitted to further analyses.

Video Deconstruction
For each lead responsive to video presentation, we determined
which of the 3 events (video onset, action onset, and contact)
triggered the strongest gamma response. To this end, we car-
ried out a 2-way repeated measures ANOVA, with EVENT
(3 levels: video onset, action onset, and contact) and TIME
(30 adjacent 50ms time-bins) as within-subject factors. The
selection of the 3 events was based on previous evidence that
these events play different functional roles, and trigger differ-
ent neural activities in distinct brain regions. The distinction
between video onset and action onset aimed at highlighting
regional selectivity to the dynamic component of our stimuli,
which could be masked by the concomitant transient due to
stimulus onset. Notably, the different reactions of adjacent
regions in the MT complex to motion versus flicker has been
described in single neuron studies in the monkey (Lagae et al.
1994). Similarly, the specificity to action onset versus contact
observation has been described in single neuron studies in the
monkey motor system (Umiltà et al. 2008; Rochat et al. 2010). In
addition, the role of the contact during reaching and grasping
movements in representing subgoals of the task, marking tran-
sitions between action phases, has been also highlighted by a
number of TMS (Cattaneo et al. 2009, 2013) and behavioral stud-
ies (see Johansson and Flanagan 2009).

The analysis was conducted independently on both tool and
hand action observation. Type 1 error was controlled by apply-
ing FDR correction to the P-values of each interaction (P <
0.0135). For each lead showing a significant interaction and at
least one significant main effect, post hoc analysis was con-
ducted by means of a paired t-test according to a planned com-
parison design. Subsequent analyses were restricted to leads
that showed a significant and selective responsiveness for
action onset in the TVs.

Single Effect of Effector for Dynamic Conditions
To evaluate the selectivity to HV and TV observation, a 2-way
repeated measures ANOVA with CONDITION (HV, TV) as
between-subjects and TIME (30 adjacent 50ms time-bins in a
[–500 1000] ms window) as within-subjects factors was per-
formed. Results were corrected for false positives by applying
FDR correction to the P-values of each interaction (P < 0.023). For
each lead showing a significant interaction and at least one sig-
nificant main effect, post hoc analysis was conducted by means
of a paired t-test according to a planned comparison design. In
particular, this ANOVA served to indicate for each lead the possi-
ble presence of a main effect of TIME. To obtain the significant
bins in the TI and HI conditions, a similar ANOVA was performed
for the static conditions. All leads presenting at least a significant
TIME effect for dynamic conditions, were submitted to further
analysis to quantify their sensitivity to the observed effector, to
the presentation mode or to their interaction.

Analysis of the Full Factorial Design
To evaluate tool actions selectivity while taking into account the
dynamic/static feature of the stimuli, we applied a 2 × 2 ANOVA
using factors EFFECTOR (tool, hand) and PRESENTATION MODE
(static, dynamic) to all leads showing a significant main effect of
time for dynamic stimuli aligned to ACTION ONSET. FDR correc-
tion for false positives was applied to the p-values of the main
effect of EFFECTOR (P < 0.0175) and interaction (P < 0.0075). As
the neural response to static images is much shorter relative to
that following video presentation, average gamma power across
significant time-bins was used as response for each of the 4

Figure 2. Experimental paradigm. Stimuli consisted of 2.5 s videos depicting

tool or hand actions, along with static frames taken from the same videos. In

each condition, 12 different samples were randomly presented 5 times.
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conditions, in order to maintain the ratio between static and
dynamic stimuli.

Additional Factors in the Statistical Analysis
The statistical analyses described above assume that the leads of
the electrodes in the different patients are independent. One can
thus question to what degree the lack of consideration of effects
of such factors as hemisphere, patient, or electrode inflated the
results’ significance. The number of patients with recordings
from both hemispheres was small (7 out of 49 patients) and in 3
of these the placements were extremely unsymmetrical with
only 2 electrodes (about 20 leads) recording from the secondary
hemisphere. Thus, the 2 hemispheres were analyzed separately
as almost 90% of the hemispheres were independent.

The factor “patient” is potentially more relevant. The
implantation of electrodes in different patients, dictated by the
clinical needs, varies widely, with some implantation patterns
showing no overlap at all. This is illustrated in Figure 3 showing
the leads located in the gray matter of the most (yellow) and
least (black) responsive subjects in the deconstruction of video
analysis (see Supplementary Table S1). This lack of overlap pre-
vents any spatial smoothing from creating enough overlap to
consider the factor patient in the analysis. Furthermore, the
responsiveness of leads largely reflected their anatomical local-
ization. The proportion of responsive leads in the video decon-
struction analysis correlated strongly with the percentage of
leads located in a posterior mask (reddish hatching in Fig. 3)
including parietal, occipital cortex, posterior frontal cortex and
ventro-posterior temporal cortex, explaining 56% of the vari-
ance in responsiveness. Thus considering the factor patient in
the analysis may spuriously remove most of the effects of lead
localization, which are the very target of the present study.
Despite this expected and informative variability, it is worth
noting that all patients contributed a substantial percentage of
leads to the population analysis (ranging from 28% to 84% in
Supplementary Table S1), excluding that the results reflect a
bias due to a few subjects.

Finally, the factor “electrode”may seem the most important as
passive volume conduction is likely to create spurious correlations
between adjacent leads on an electrode. Therefore, we evaluated
both the frequency of occurrence of adjacent leads exploring cor-
tex and the correlation between such leads. We estimated the pro-
portion of adjacent leads to be 36% of the selective leads in the
video deconstruction analysis and 25% in the full factorial analy-
sis. These percentages, however, overestimates the number of
nonindependent leads as indicated by the computation of the cor-
relation matrices, shown for 2 patients in Figure 4. Correlations
between leads were calculated over the entire duration of the tool/
hand action test (≈17min) with a bin width of 50ms. Inspection of
these matrices yields 2 important observations. First, any correla-
tion between “next-to-adjacent” leads (i.e., leads separated by one
or more intervening leads) of the same electrode are very small
and generally explain less than 10% variance. Hence, to calculate
the number of independent leads for a sequence of n successive
leads located in cortex, one should solely remove the extreme
leads, which may be subject to passive volume conduction. This
yields n – 2 independent leads, a much larger value than that
obtained by simply subtracting the number of adjacent pairs (n = 1)
from n, which trivially yields one. For short sequences (equal or
shorter than 3) this makes no difference but for an electrode with
8 successive leads in the cortex, and thus 7 adjacent pairs, as elec-
trode M in Figure 4A, it does: the number of independent leads is
not 1 (8 – 7 = 1), but 8 – 2 = 6 leads. Although most sequences of
successive leads were short, this observation qualifies the percent-
age of adjacent leads amongst the selective ones, as it implies that
the proportion of independent leads exceeds 70% in the video
deconstruction and 75% in the full factorial analyses. The second
observation is that the degree of correlation between “adjacent”
leads can vary considerably between electrodes and patients, with
a quarter rather small (less than 15% explained variance). Passive
volume conduction cannot account for such a variability as it pre-
dicts that all adjacent leads should show similarly strong correla-
tions. Instead, the variability in the correlations strongly supports
the view that they largely reflect local connections and/ or func-
tional similarities between adjacent leads located in the same
anatomical or functional region. These analyses indicate that the
inclusion of the factor electrode in the statistical analysis of the
present study is not warranted.

Localization

All leads showing significant effects in one of the previous analy-
ses were related to a priori regions of interest (ROIs), defined in
previous studies (Fig. 1A). Cytoarchitectonic regions include
somatosensory areas 6, 4, 3a, 3b, 1, 2 (Geyer et al. 2000); opercular
areas (Eickhoff et al. 2007), PF areas (Caspers et al. 2006), IPS and
SPL areas (Scheperjans et al. 2008), and BA 44, 45 (Amunts et al.
1999). The MT cluster (MTc) ROI was adapted from the retinoto-
pically defined MT cluster by Abdollahi et al. (2014). In addition,
ROIs for the posterior MTG, posterior IPS, and lateral occipital
cortex were drawn on the flat maps to indicate the localization
of leads reported in Table 2 and Supplementary Table S2.

Results
Database

Recordings were obtained from 5502 recording leads (L = 3285;
R = 2217; see Table 1) located in the cortical gray matter. The
sampling density maps computed for the 2 hemispheres
(Fig. 1B; see Avanzini et al. 2016) shows the recording coverage
of cortical sheet, with high densities located bilaterally in the

Figure 3. Flat map of the left hemisphere showing the leads located in the gray

matter of the most (yellow) and least (black) responsive subjects in the video

deconstruction analysis, showing the correlation between patient overall

responsiveness and anatomical localization of its implantation. The reddish

hatching indicates the posterior mask used to calculate the proportion of

responsive leads located in the posterior areas, as indicated in Supplementary

Table S1.
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anterior cingulate cortex, the fronto-parietal operculum, the
middle temporal gyrus, the mesial temporal region and the
middle and superior frontal gyrus. The frontal and occipital tips
of the hemispheres and the cortical crowns were poorly repre-
sented because of the obligatory orthogonal insertion of elec-
trodes and the anatomical and vascular constraints. A total of
2618 (L = 1547; R = 1071) leads located in the gray matter
showed significantly increased gamma activity in at least one
of the conditions (see methods) relative to the baseline, as
assessed by preliminary t-test (see Materials and Methods), and
were subjected to further analyses.

Video Deconstruction for Tool-Action Observation

Once the leads active during the task were established, we
determined, for each of them, which of the 3 event alignments
(tool VIDEO ONSET, tool ACTION ONSET, and tool CONTACT)
triggered the strongest gamma response during tool-action
observation (Fig. 5A). The analysis was carried out for the 2618
leads (L = 1547; R = 1071), which passed the preliminary test
(see above). A representative example of each category is
shown in Figure 5B. Supplementary Table S1 indicates that all
patients contributed to these results.

The tool VIDEO ONSET was the optimal alignment for 171
leads (L = 96; R = 75). These leads were equally distributed
across the 2 hemispheres (χ2 P > 0.05), and clustered in the lat-
eral occipital cortex, posterior collateral sulcus and lingual
gyrus, posterior IPS, IP3 and left precuneus (Fig. 6, upper panel;
see also Supplementary Figs S1 and S2 and Table 2).

The tool ACTION ONSET was the best alignment for a large
number of the responsive leads (n = 331. L = 236; R = 95). The
distribution of these leads was strongly left lateralized (χ2 P <
0.001). It included the ventral part of the lateral occipital cortex,
MTc, posterior MTG, posterior IPS, and PFt in the IPL. In the
frontal lobe, these leads were clustered in ventral and dorsal
PMC and, to lesser extent, in frontal area 46 (Fig. 6, middle
panel; see also Supplementary Figs S1 and S2 and Table 2).

A few leads (n = 23. L = 9; R = 14) showed a statistically sig-
nificant increases in gamma power when aligned to the tool
CONTACT. These leads were mainly clustered in the dorsal

PMC and the parietal operculum OP1, corresponding to area SII,
and were equally distributed between the 2 hemispheres (χ2 P >
0.05; Fig. 6, lower panel; see also Supplementary Figs S1 and S2
and Table 2).

Finally, the majority of the leads (n = 2093. L = 1206; R = 887)
failed to show any significant selectivity for a specific align-
ment. These unselective leads were equally balanced in the 2
hemispheres (χ2 P > 0.05).

Tool Action Selective Regions

Selectivity to Tool versus Hand Actions
About one-third of the 331 leads presenting the strongest
response when aligned to the tool ACTION ONSET showed a

Figure 4. Correlation matrices in 2 patients. Panels show the correlation matrices computed for 2 different patients overall leads exploring gray matter. Pearson corre-

lation coefficient (r) was computed on the continuous gamma power (about 17min of recording, power time course sampled each 50ms) averaged in the frequency

band between 50 and 150Hz, and masked for its significance (P < 0.05, uncorrected). Red lines indicate the separation between the different electrodes, whose main

letter (see Materials and Methods) is indicated aside in red.

Table 1. The number of patients, and recording and responsive leads,
as well as the average P-values and SD of the interaction (inter.), in
the 3 ANOVAs reported in the Results. Main effects (m.e.) of interest
are also reported

Left P values Right P values

Patients 30 26
Recording leads 3285 2217
Responsive leads 1547 1071
Video deconstruction
Video onset 96 0.001 ± 0.002 75 0.000 ± 0.001
Action onset 236 0.001 ± 0.002 95 0.000 ± 0.001
Contact 9 0.004 ± 0.005 14 0.001 ± 0.002
None 1206 0.429 ± 0.335 887 0.440 ± 0.336

Selectivity TV versus HV
TV > HV 90 0.003 ± 0.005 22 0.003 ± 0.006
HV > TV 10 0.003 ± 0.005 8 0.000 ± 0.001
Time (m.e.) 133 0.270 ± 0.288 60 0.298 ± 0.300
None 3 0.118 ± 0.072 5 0.258 ± 0.255

Factorial analysis
(m.e.) Tool 84 0.003 ± 0.005 13 0.003 ± 0.004
(m.e.) Hand 13 0.005 ± 0.005 12 0.001 ± 0.002
(inter.) Tool action 36 0.001 ± 0.001 14 0.001 ± 0.001
(inter.) Hand action 7 0.003 ± 0.003 4 0.000 ± 0.000
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significant TV > HV main effect (L = 90; R = 22). These leads were
mainly distributed in left PFt, left posterior IPS, left ventral PMC/44
and bilateral dorsal PMC (Fig. 7A, red dots, and Supplementary
Table S2). Only a few leads (L = 10; R = 8), mainly located bilater-
ally in MTG and MTc, showed a significant HV > TV main effect
(Fig. 7A, blue dots, and Supplementary Table S2). Finally, the
large majority of leads (L = 133; R = 60) showed no significant
differences between tool and hand action, indicated by a main
effect of time (P < 0.05) without main effect of condition, nor
interaction. These unselective leads were mainly located bilat-
erally in MTG and MTc, in the ventral part of the lateral occipi-
tal cortex, along the IPS, in dorsal and ventral PMC and frontal
area 46 (Fig. 7A, black dots, and Supplementary Table S2; see
also Fig. 5B for representative leads from each category). The
remaining leads (L = 3; R = 5) did not show any significant main
effect (see Supplementary Table S2).

Factorial Design
To further characterize the selectivity of the recording leads for
observing tool actions and to investigate whether that selectiv-
ity was specific only for tool action or, for actions and static
images more generally, we applied a factorial design using
EFFECTOR (tool, hand) and PRESENTATION MODE (static,
dynamic) as factors. We overcame the time-course difference
of responses to dynamic versus static visual stimuli in SEEG by
restricting the analysis to the time-bins showing a significant
gamma modulation in the single effects (see Methods). This
analysis was again applied to all leads which aligned best to
ACTION ONSET in the TVs (n = 331).

A main effect of EFFECTOR, with tool > hand, was found in
97 leads (L = 84; R = 13) lying in different sectors of left IPL
including PFt, the rostral part of the anterior IPS (IP2) extending
into dorsal part of PF, and posterior IPS. Outside the left IPL/IPS,

Figure 5. Events deconstruction. (A) Definition of the 3 events: Video Onset, Action Onset, and Contact. (B) Representative leads preferring alignment to video onset

(lead D’2, top, located in the left lateral occipital cortex), action onset (lead P’12, middle, located in left PFt) and contact (lead S5, bottom, located in the right OP1). For

each lead the gamma power (50–150 Hz) is plotted in 50ms time-bins over the [–500 1000] ms window, during video onset (black), action onset (red) and contact (blue)

alignments. In all 3 leads, P values for the main effect of Time (T), Condition (C), and their Interaction (C*T) were P < 0.001. Significant time-bins are indicated for each

pairwise comparison by red asterisks in the lower part of the figure. AO, action onset; VO: video onset; CO: contact.
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leads showing a main effect of tool were also found in the left
posterior MTG, MTc, ventral part of the left lateral occipital cor-
tex and bilateral dorsal PMC (Fig. 8A and Supplementary
Fig. S3A, red dots). A main effect of EFFECTOR with hand > tool
was found in 25 leads (L = 13; R = 12) lying in a subsector of pos-
terior MTG bilaterally, posterior to the region where a main
effect of tool was found, and MTc. Few leads were located in
the posterior intraparietal sulcus (Fig. 8A and Supplementary
Fig. S3A, blue dots; see also Supplementary Table S2). The
remaining 209 leads did not show a main effect of EFFECTOR.

The INTERACTION between the 2 factors showed that tool-
action observation triggers a stronger gamma increase than the
other conditions in 50 leads (L = 36; R = 14) mainly in the left
hemisphere. These leads were located mainly in the left PFt, left
ventral PMC and bilateral dorsal PMC (Fig. 8B and Supplementary
Fig. S3B, green dots). Notably, these data suggest that while the
rostral sector of the anterior IPS is active during the observation
of both tool actions and tool pictures, the PFt, lying ventral and
rostral to it, is more involved in the observation of tool actions,
thus suggesting a dorsal to ventral shift from the encoding of tool

identity to that of tool actions. Supplementary Fig. S4 illustrates
this dorsal to ventral shift in a single patient, showing leads
responsive to both tool and tool action in the dorsal PFt, and leads
selective only to tool action ventrally. Interestingly, the pattern of
correlations (Supplementary Fig. S4C) supports the bipartite seg-
regation with lead X’9 being the link between the 2 parts.
However, the correlations between adjacent leads were smaller in
the dorsal than the ventral part, even if responses were rather
similar in these 2 parts. Further investigation with correlations
restricted to single conditions of the design may be able to clarify
the relationship between correlations and functional similarities.
Only 11 leads (L = 7; R = 4) showed a reverse interaction, that is, a
selectivity for hand action (Fig. 8B and Supplementary Fig. S3B,
black dots). These leads showed a scattered and weak distribu-
tion, mainly around the right posterior MTG.

Regions Selective for Observing Contact

An additional analysis was carried out to investigate whether
leads encoding CONTACT events during “hand” actions observa-
tion were localized in the same areas as those encoding
CONTACT events during the observation of tool actions. We used
the same procedure employed for the observation of tool actions
(see “Video Deconstruction for Tool-Action Observation”). The
analysis was carried out on 2618 leads (L = 1547; R = 1071), which
passed our preliminary test. As in the case of tool-action obser-
vation, a few leads (n = 35. L = 12; R = 23) showed a statistically
significant increase in gamma power when aligned to the
CONTACT. These leads were clustered in the same regions
where they have been found when analyzing tool actions,
namely the dorsal PMC and the parietal operculum OP1. They
were slightly right-lateralized (χ2 P = 0.003. Fig. 9, right panel).

Discussion
In the present study, we deconstructed the observed actions
into 3 events—video onset, action onset, and contact—and
assessed their relative neural responses. By aligning the
responses to video onset, we found activations in a large num-
ber of visual areas. By aligning the responses to the onset of the
tool action, we found the activation of the classical parieto-
frontal manipulation circuit (see Rizzolatti et al. 2014) and,
most interestingly, a selective activation of the left cytoarchi-
tectonic PFt (Caspers et al. 2006), largely corresponding to the
tool-action observation region described by Peeters et al (2009,
2013) in aSMG. Finally, our findings indicate that the observa-
tion of the main goal of the observed action, represented by the
contact between the tool and the object, elicits responses in SII
and dorsal PMC. These findings are discussed in turn below.

Responses to Distinct Events

By aligning the gamma-power modulation to the 3 basic tem-
poral events, we were able to show that each of these triggers
neural activity in a different set of cortical areas.

The “video onset” is the least specific event, corresponding
to the switch from the gray background to the first frame of the
video, depicting a graspable object on a green background.
Thus, it includes both lower order features such as luminance,
contrast, orientation and color changes, and the object to be
grasped. Indeed leads responding to this event were located in
early visual areas (V1–3) bilaterally, and specifically in their
peripheral field representations, these being the only parts
explored for clinical purposes. In addition, the presence of a

Figure 6. Responsiveness maps. Proportion of leads significantly selective to the

Video Onset, Action Onset, and Contact, out of the overall number of recording

leads, is plotted on the left flat surface of the fs_LR brain template. A color scale

indicates the percentage of responsive leads within a disk 1 cm in radius and

centered on each node of the mesh. Abbreviations: SFS, superior frontal sulcus;

IFS, inferior frontal sulcus; CS, central sulcus; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; STS,

superior temporal sulcus; OTS, occipito-temporal sulcus.
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graspable object explains the presence of active leads in a vari-
ety of shape-sensitive regions, that is, the IPS, as well as the
fusiform gyrus and neighboring collateral sulcus, correspond-
ing to the shape-sensitive region described as LOC (Kourtzi and
Kanwisher 2001; Denys et al. 2004; Sawamura et al. 2006).

Unlike the video onset, the “action onset” triggered activity
in the MT cluster (Kolster et al. 2010), a finding consistent with
the well-known preference of this cluster for motion stimuli
(Zeki et al. 1991; Dumoulin et al. 2000; Huk and Heeger 2002).
This motion processing is presumed to be the starting point for
the extraction of visual action responses (Nelissen et al. 2006;
Jastorff et al. 2012). Action onset also activated the occipito-
temporal, parietal and premotor regions. These regions
included (1) posterior MTG and fusiform gyrus, at the occipito-
temporal level; (2) regions along the IPS and IPL, at the parietal
level, and (3) ventral and dorsal premotor cortex (PMC), extend-
ing onto the crown of the precentral gyrus. This network corre-
sponds to the action observation/execution network (see
Caspers et al. 2010; Grosbras et al. 2012; Molenberghs et al.
2012; Rizzolatti et al. 2014), which is known to house mirror
neurons in the monkey (Rizzolatti et al. 2001, 2014). This circuit
is most likely evolutionarily old, and possibly mediates the
identification of the basic goal of the observed action in both

humans and monkeys. Results show a left lateralization of this
network. The trajectory of the hand cannot explain the results
because it started from the right visual field (left hemisphere),
but then moved to the left visual field (right hemisphere). In
addition, the “contact” points always occurred in the left visual
field, but the activation was present in both hemispheres.
Finally, the return movement started in the left field and ended
in the right. Thus, the explanation of the lateralization in terms
of visual field cannot account for the data. In addition, as
described in the methods, only actions made by the right hand,
moving from the right to the left visual field, were shown to the
patients. The possible effect of the left versus right hand on the
lateralization was previously investigated by Johnson-Frey
et al. (2005) in a study of tool-action planning, and by Moll et al.
(2000) in a study of tool-action pantomime. In both studies, tool
use actions activated a left-lateralized network for either limb,
which largely overlaps the one described here.

The “contact” between the tool and the target object trig-
gered activity in 2 brain regions, the dorsal PMC and the parie-
tal opercular region OP1, corresponding to human SII (Eickhoff
et al. 2007). The possibility that these 2 regions, albeit triggered
by the same event, encode different information concerning
the tool-object interaction, is discussed below. These responses

Table 2. How many patients and leads contributed to the responsiveness of each ROI depicted in Figure 2. In addition, the number of leads p-
resenting a selectivity for Video Onset, Video Action, and Contact is also reported

ROI Left Right

No. of patients No. of leads Onset Action Contact No. of patients No. of leads Onset Action Contact

BA1 7 13 0 1 0 7 10 0 1 0
BA2 8 33 0 0 0 10 23 0 0 2
BA3a 9 20 0 0 0 6 13 0 2 0
BA3b 8 26 0 2 0 7 19 0 2 0
BA4 8 26 0 2 2 9 22 0 0 0
BA44 13 39 0 1 0 11 26 0 0 0
BA45 11 28 0 0 0 10 23 0 2 0
BA5Ci 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BA5L 5 11 2 3 0 2 4 0 0 0
BA7A 5 32 13 8 0 5 9 1 4 0
BA7P 3 7 0 0 0 2 4 0 0 0
BA7PC 3 6 0 2 0 3 5 0 2 0
IP1 4 8 0 1 0 4 7 0 0 0
IP2 4 10 0 2 0 3 4 0 1 0
IP3 6 15 4 2 0 3 7 0 0 0
OP1 13 42 0 1 2 8 21 0 0 1
OP2 5 9 0 0 0 4 8 0 0 0
OP3 11 30 0 0 0 4 7 0 0 0
OP4 12 30 0 0 1 8 21 0 0 0
PF 17 63 0 9 0 12 26 0 0 1
PFcm 9 35 0 2 0 5 17 1 0 3
PFm 9 35 0 0 0 11 32 0 2 1
PFop 10 23 0 2 1 8 24 0 1 0
PFt 11 36 0 14 0 9 17 0 0 1
PGa 9 41 1 1 1 8 17 0 1 0
PGp 9 45 1 11 0 6 21 0 0 0
PMd 14 91 0 14 3 14 92 0 14 4
PMm 15 67 0 2 0 13 53 0 2 0
PMv 14 32 0 3 0 11 29 1 1 0
pIPS 8 62 15 23 0 5 11 3 0 0
MTc 10 27 0 23 0 8 21 3 10 0
MTG 9 32 1 16 0 7 41 1 15 0
vLOC 9 43 11 23 0 7 16 8 3 0
latLOC 8 34 17 1 0 11 36 26 4 0
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to contact, which escaped the previous fMRI studies (Peeters
et al. 2009, 2013), demonstrate that action observation, similar
to action execution, is a dynamic process during which differ-
ent brain regions become sequentially active over time (see
Fig. 6), hence requiring a time resolved technique to be studied
and characterized.

The Specificity of the aSMG for Tool-Action Observation

The present study reveals the presence of 2 sets of leads
responding to tools. One exhibiting strong responses to tool
actions and static pictures of tools, whereas both were signifi-
cantly stronger relative to the corresponding hand conditions.
These leads were located in several locations, and specifically
in pMTG, posterior IPS, IPL and PMC. These findings are in full
agreement with a large body of brain imaging studies (Martin
et al. 1996; Chao et al. 1999; Chao and Martin 2000; Rumiati
et al. 2004; Fang and He 2005; Lewis 2006; Noppeney et al. 2006;
Mahon et al. 2007, 2013; Valyear et al. 2007, 2012; Vingerhoets
2008; Vingerhoets et al. 2009; Almeida et al. 2013; Mruczek et al.
2013; Garcea and Mahon 2014; Kersey et al. 2016; Kellenbach
et al. 2003; see Johnson-Frey 2004; Orban and Caruana 2014;
Reynaud et al. 2016). A second set of leads responded to the
observation of tool actions, but not to the observation of static
tools. These action related leads were present in various areas
but concentrated in cytoarchitectonic area PFt. Both sets of tool
responsive leads showed a clear left hemispheric bias. Note
that the fMRI studies by Peeters et al (2013) revealed only tool-
action activations, because the static frames were used as a

control condition, preventing an evaluation of the balance
between main effect and interaction in the different cortical
regions.

A comparison of the location of the leads responding exclu-
sively to tool action with that of leads also responsive to static
tools, showed a distinction between the dorsal (posterior) third
of PFt, where the latter predominated, and its ventral (anterior)
two-thirds in which tool action dominated. It is likely that the
ventral two-thirds correspond functionally to aSMG of Peeters
and coworkers, although the conjunction analysis of all tools
used in those studies showed an anterior shift compared with
the current data. In fact, some of the leads recording exactly
from the conjunction-defined fMRI region were unresponsive,
unlike those located just ventral to it (Fig. 10). It is possible that
the localization of aSMG proposed in the previous fMRI studies
may have been slightly biased towards the veins located in the
postcentral sulcus, as has been previously observed in the
monkey (Disbrow et al. 2000a). Independently of the detailed
subdivision of the rostral IPL, it is interesting to note that as
one moves ventrally towards the parietal operculum, respon-
siveness to both static and dynamic stimuli give way to the
observation of dynamic stimuli only. Finally, in OP1 the align-
ment to the contact predominates. This spatial order mirrors
the temporal order of the events in the TVs.

It is of interest to compare our data with the results by Chao
and Martin (2000) and Mahon et al. (2007). The former authors
studied the areas active during viewing and naming pictures of
tools. They found, in addition to activation of the temporal lobe
(see also Chao et al. 1999), parietal and premotor activations.

Figure 7. Selectivity for tool versus hand actions. (A) Dots represent recording leads showing a significantly stronger increase in gamma power during the observation

of tool action (red dots) or hand action (blue dots), or an equal responsiveness to both stimuli (black dots). Abbreviations as in Figure 4. (B) Representative leads for

the 3 categories. Lead E’10, selective for tool-action observation, was located in the left MTc; lead L’6, selective for hand action, was located in the left PF; lead F’13,

showing equal responsiveness to both stimuli, was located in the left MTc. In all leads, P values for the main effect of Time (T), Condition (C), and their Interaction

(C*T) were P < 0.001. Same conventions as in Figure 3B.
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This finding is in close agreement with our data, which show a
main effect of tool in both inferior parietal and PMC. Of great
interest also is the subsequent article by Mahon et al. 2007
regarding the role of the parietal lobe in shaping object repre-
sentation in the ventral stream. Based on fMRI study, these
authors proposed that tools identification in the temporal lobe
is shaped by tool use processing in the left inferior parietal lob-
ule. In addition, by comparing patients with inferior parietal
and temporal lesions, Mahon and coworkers reported that
there was a reliable relationship between performance in tool
use and tool identification only in the group of patients with
lesions involving the parietal cortex. This finding is in line with
our data that the increased gamma power in dorsal PFt also
occurs during observation of static tools, and not exclusively
during tool-action observation. Thus, the dorsal sector of PFt
should be responsible for tool identification in IPL, while the
temporal sectors should play a crucial role in shaping object
representation in the ventral stream.

It is obvious that in order to tune the temporal lobe organi-
zation to the proper use of the tool, a real executed action
should have occurred. The findings of Brandi et al. (2014),
showing that the same inferior parietal region described above
became specifically active during tool use, strongly support this
hypothesis. In addition, they indicate that action observation is

a useful proxy for studying real action execution, given the
close neural similarities between action execution and action
observation.

An open question concerning the role of the area PFt in tool
use is whether it contributes to the “mechanical reasoning”
characterizing tool selection and use (Goldenberg and
Hagmann 1998; Osiurak et al. 2010; Osiurak and Badets 2016) or
if it is involved in the storage of manipulatory knowledge about
how to manipulate tools, as classically maintained (Buxbaum
2001). The current study does not address this issue explicitly,

Figure 8. Analysis of the full factorial design comparing tool and hand responses.

(A) Leads showing a main effect of EFFECTOR (tool, hand) in the left hemisphere.

Red dots: main effect of tool; blue dots: main effect of hand. (B) Leads showing

an interaction between EFFECTOR (tool, hand) and PRESENTATION MODE (video,

images). Green dots: Tool action selective leads; black dots: hand action selective

leads. Abbreviations as in Figure 4.

Figure 9. Leads responsive to the tool and hand contact. Leads selective for the

contact between the tool and the object (left) and between the hand and the

object (right). All leads are shown on the left fs_LR template.

Figure 10. Recording leads in PFt and surrounding regions. White outlines indi-

cate cytoarchitectonic areas, yellow outlines indicate aSMG defined by Peeters

et al (2013). Red and green dots depict leads showing a significant alignment for

the action onset and a main effect for tools (red) or an interaction for tool action

(green). Blue dots indicate leads showing a significant alignment for the con-

tact. For all categories, leads showing significant activity after FDR correction

are indicated by stars, while others (uncorrected P < 0.05) are indicated by cir-

cles. Gray dots indicate nonresponsive leads.
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as it provides information related to localization of tool use
observation, and not on the mechanism underlying tool use.
We note, however, that these interpretations are substantiated
mainly by neuropsychological evidence from left parietal
lesions, which typically involve large areas of cortex. Our study,
on the other hand, highlights a high degree of specialization in
the various IPL subregions (e.g., IPS, PFt, PFop, OP1), which is
compatible with the hypothesis that different tool-related pro-
cesses rely on the integration of signals from distinct, albeit
adjacent, IPL sectors (Caruana and Cuccio 2017).

The Activity of PMC During Tool and Hand Action
Observation

A number of task-related leads responsive to both static and
dynamic tool stimuli were located in PMC. As far as responses
to static stimuli are concerned, they confirmed previous data
by Grafton et al. (1997) and Chao and Martin (2000), who dem-
onstrated that the observation of static tools activates both dor-
sal and ventral PMC. As suggested by these studies, this
activation could be related to canonical neurons described in
the monkey (Murata et al. 1997), and most likely present also in
humans.

As for the responses to dynamic stimuli, they are in accord
with a vast literature covering both monkeys and humans
showing that observing goal-related actions triggers the activa-
tion of the PMC (Gallese et al. 1996; Rizzolatti et al. 1996; see
Caspers et al. 2010; Grosbras et al. 2012; Molenberghs et al.
2012; Rizzolatti et al. 2014). This activation is likely related to
the activity of mirror neurons recorded in monkey. Of particu-
lar interest for the present discussion are the data by Rochat
et al. (2010) who showed that mirror neurons responding to the
observation of hand grasping also responded to the observation
of grasping with pliers, and many of them even to the observa-
tion of spearing with a stick. These data have a counterpart in
human experiments (Cattaneo et al. 2009, 2013). Cattaneo and
coworkers recorded the motor-evoked potentials (MEPs) to TMS
from the right opponens pollicis (OP) muscle while participants
observed an experimenter operating 2 types of pliers: normal
and reverse pliers. By using this paradigm, the authors were
able to dissociate action goals and movements. The results
showed that during the observation of actions performed with
both types of pliers, the MEPs from OP were modulated by the
action goal, and not by the movements.

The current data also accord with some findings by Peeters
et al. (2009) regarding tool-action observation. These authors
found that the presentation of both hand and tool actions trig-
gered activity in the PMC, as well as in the action observation/
execution network. However, in their study, the contrast of tool
versus hand action observation showed that large part of this
activation was determined by grasping in general, and not spe-
cifically by tool action. An exception was found in the case of
actions performed with a screwdriver used as an awl, which
reached significance relative to hand action.

Contact

Johansson and Flanagan (2009) have emphasized the importance
of contact events between digits and objects as sensorimotor
control points for the reaching component in reach-to-grasp
actions and manipulation in general. Furthermore, they argued
that while tactile feedback information is essential for skilled
object manipulation, the visual system might also monitor con-
tact events. They based this conclusion on the eye shifts during

observation of skilled manipulation (Johansson et al. 2001).
Indeed, the fact that the gaze shifts to the goal of the next action
phase around the predicted time of goal completion suggests
that the visual system can predict and monitor contact events
representing subgoal completion. In the present study, the
vision of the object touched by the hand, or by the tool, yielded
responses in 2 very specific regions: OP1, corresponding to SII
(Disbrow et al. 2000b; Eickhoff et al. 2007), and dorsal PMC, sug-
gesting a possible implementation of this visual contact moni-
toring. SII is classically a somatosensory area responsive
mostly to tactile stimuli. Recently, it has been found that a con-
sistent percentage of neurons in SII is selectively activated dur-
ing object manipulation and grasping (Ishida et al. 2013). Most
interestingly, Hihara et al. (2015) found that approximately
one-third of the neurons in SII responded to visual stimuli.
Typically, these neurons required complex stimuli, among
which was the observation of human actions. These data are in
agreement with previous brain imaging data in humans, which
have documented an activation of SII by the vision of persons
being touched (Keysers et al. 2004; Blakemore et al. 2005; but
see Chan and Baker 2015) and by observing skin being moved
(Ferri et al. 2015).

While these findings might explain our results as far as the
hand contact is concerned, one may wonder why the same
activation pattern returns during the observation of the tool-
object contact. An explanation may be found in the experiment
by Iriki et al. (1996). These authors demonstrated that the
actions performed by the monkey with a tool determined the
embodiment of the used tool in the body schema of the agent
(Iriki et al 1996). Indirect evidence suggests a similar effect in
humans (see Maravita and Iriki 2004 for a review). It is possible
therefore, that a similar embodiment might explain why, in our
study, the observation of the tool contact with an object pro-
duced the same effect as during the observation of hand-object
contact.

Finally, contact alignment also activated dorsal PMC and in
the primary motor cortex. Although mirror neurons are typi-
cally recorded in the monkey ventral PMC and the ventral part
of dorsal PMC (F2vr), fMRI meta-analysis in humans (Caspers
et al. 2010; Grosbras et al. 2012; Molenberghs et al. 2012) showed
that during action observation there is also a strong activation
of the dorsal PMC. Because fMRI cannot distinguish among the
events composing reach-to-grasp actions (i.e., reaching, hand
shaping, actual grasping and contact with the object), it is diffi-
cult to establish what types of neurons are responsible for dor-
sal PMC activation. The present finding indicates that both the
dynamic aspects (reaching and grasping) and the contact are
present in dorsal PMC. A recent TMS study (Davare et al. 2006)
suggests that dorsal PM controls the coupling the grasping and
reaching phases of reach-to-grasp actions. The present study
suggests that dorsal PM may also represent this contact event
visually, as may primary motor cortex, in which mirror neurons
have also been reported (Vigneswaran et al. 2013; see also
Kraskov et al. 2014).

Conclusions
Exploiting the temporal resolution of the SEEG allowed us to
highlight the selectivity of different human brain regions to dif-
ferent events composing tool and hand action observation,
starting from the appearance of the object, followed by action
onset, and ending with the attainment of their goal. Both tool
and hand actions activated the basic action observation
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network, but only tool actions activated the left aSMG, largely
corresponding to cytoarchitectonical area PFt.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary material is available at Cerebral Cortex online.
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